Lake Lily Park,
Neighborhood Park, 5 acres
Maitland
Walk Score 77
Pedestrian Audit 72

Home to the weekly Maitland Farmer’s Market, Lake Lily Park is located at the corner of US 17-92 and Lake Lily Drive. This emerald gem features a play area for the kids, a jogging and walking path, a scenic boardwalk, a picturesque gazebo, numerous shaded picnic locations, and the Historic Waterhouse Residence Museum. Lake Lily Park is within walking distance of many local amenities such as the Maitland Civic Center, the Maitland Public Library, numerous restaurants, banks and local shops. It is not uncommon to see local business people spending their lunch time picnicking or walking around the lake.

RESIDENTIAL COMPONENTS
Many events such as the Farmer’s Market, Arts and Crafts Fairs, the weekly Food Truck Café and the occasional wedding are hosted in Lake Lily Park making the location an ideal place to gather and meet friends. Local photographers frequent the location for its natural beauty and wildlife.

The historic Waterhouse Residence and Carpentry Museum are onsite which give a unique glimpse into a distant era. Crafted by Civil War veteran and master carpenter, William H. Waterhouse, the two-story Victorian era house embodies the traditional Florida home with its breezeways and traditional architecture.

In addition, the train tracks that run along the back of the park make for some fantastic photo opportunities and always get the kids excited when they can hear the train whistle approaching.